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Abstract: Wireless sensor network is the ideal result for quick recording of important 

information The detector rudiments are placed in an open area however the bumps are 

agonized by low battery power. So, the power and health of the network are crucial factors in 

a wireless detector network. Routing protocols are similar to routing protocol, Roadway tree 

routing protocol, and advanced roadway tree routing protocol. Study of analysis and 

performance of all is done by using simulation software earthenware tool and network 

simulator. The advanced roadway tree routing protocol is anticipated to represent in ZigBee 

new network protocol for bettered performance Packet Delivery Rate (PDR) and detainments 

compared to ESTR and AODV. We have a tendency to introduce then the effective process 

of Advanced Shortcut Tree Routing fashion ASTR to further ameliorate the ESTR process 

detainments. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The time economical routing path choice in STR is concerned with individual nodes throughout a 

distributed manner, and STR is absolutely compatible with the ZigBee normal that applies the 

various routing methods in step with every node’s status. Sensors are positioned far from the actual 

position or phenomena. during this approach giant sensors are needed that have the complicated 

techniques or capability to differentiate between the target and noise from the particular position. 

Sensors are placed away from a specific position or event. Throughout this process, we need large 

sensors with advanced techniques or the ability to distinguish between target and sound from the 

environment itself. most active sensors are sent to the correct location. The position of sensory and 
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communication technology is technically advanced. They transmit a series of events in the center 

of the center where real additions are made. As a large variety of sensory organs are transmitted at 

the worst possible distance to each other Communication from there to the sensor node is advanced 

because it consumes very little energy compared to a single hop connection. therefore, while the 

ancient network aims to understand the high level of service delivery, network agreements should 

focus entirely on energy savings. 

II. ANALYSIS AND COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT METHODS USED FOR THE STUDY 

The estimation of the routing presentation of the protocol includes typical throughput, E2E delay, 

packet delivery ratio, and the routing overhead. They are measured with the number of control 

packets and memory consumption for routing. 

. 

A. Designing Multipath Routing Protocols: 

Although the multipath routing system has been used for a variety of purposes, the functional 

benefit has been largely told by the proposed protocol knowledge for erecting a sufficient 

number of high-position routes. Each multi-lane protocol incorporates multiple routes for 

erecting multiple routes and distributing network business over acquired routes.  

Route Detection Since data transfer to wireless network networks is generally done using 

multi-hop data transfer ways, the main function of the router accession process is to find a set 

of intermediate nodes to be named to make several routes from source locales to knot bumps. 

Different parameters of being protocols are used to make route opinions. For non-mode 

routes, no normal knot or link between routes was planted. Thus, any knot or link failure in a 

set of non-integral modes only affects the path, which contains the failed knot or link. Since 

this type of system separation provides high integrated network coffers, non-integrated styles 

are preferred over linking and non-linking styles. Still, due to the arbitrary transmission of 

detector bumps, it's delicate to find a large set of means of connection between the detector 

knot detectors. In discrepancy, integrated linking styles can contain numerous common bumps 

while no participating link between styles. Also, any knot failure in a fixed connection set can 

help multiple styles from participating in a failed knot. Eventually, less nearly affiliated paths 

can include multiple paths, which can partake multiple links or locales between different 

paths. Compared with the below-mentioned types of partitioning systems, any knot 

connection or failure in a set of non-particle styles can intrude with a number of styles. Still, 

erecting further unpaved routes can be done fluently. In terms of the advantages and 

disadvantages of different types of partitioned styles, network viscosity and performance  

conditions of sub-applications play an important part in making the stylish choice between 

using knot-disjoint, link-disjoint, or partial partitioning styles 

  

B. Drawbacks of the methods used for comparison: 

The number of system divisions is the introductory approach to be considered in carrying a 

set of approaches. In some cases, simply taking the purchase of routes that separate routes 

could lead to the construction of numerous unacceptable routes. The number of road partitions 
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and different routing algorithms use a variety of road cost functions to make the stylish trip 

decision depending on the functional conditions associated with the system. The main purpose 

of the road finance function is to capture the colorful wireless and detector network parcels 

to calculate the cost of data transfer on colorful routes. For this purpose, router cost functions 

charged on being multi-error replication protocols are composed of a number of rudiments to 

measure the strength of colorful bumps or links to give the performance of colorful systems. 

Road length, packet loss rate, detention, and remaining battery position. Sensitive bumps are 

among the introductory factors of cost-effectiveness used by multi-road systems. 

Route Selection and Business Distribution After the construction of multiple routes, another 

important issue to consider is the selection of a sufficient number of data transmission styles. 

For the main purpose of designing each multi-value addition rule, multiple styles must be 

named to meet the functional conditions of the intended operation. Thus, proposing a 

comprehensive approach to opting for a sufficient number of druthers is a veritably important 

part of formulating a multi-road rush policy. Still, numerous of the named styles play an 

important part in creating different performance parameters. In fact, due to wireless hindrance 

between near bumps, using all erected-in styles for single-channel wireless networks doesn't 

give significant data transmission power. Still, data transfer in a number of ways may not 

make good use of the services of thick wireless networks. Once a set of routes has been named 

between named routes, the process of multiple routes should determine how network business 

is distributed across all named routes. Depending on the original provocation for the 

development of different protocols, they may use different styles of business distribution. For 

illustration, the integrity of a transfer can be guaranteed by introducing a certain position of 

data reclamation to the data delivery process according to the introductory operation trust 

ability requirement. However, data delivery rate, detainments, if you have the key to 

ameliorate performance conditions similar as installation. In addition, to ameliorate the use 

of coffers for each route, the number of roads installed on each route should be calculated 

according to the route value. 

 

Road Repair Due to resource constraints and high-Power outfits for low-power wireless 

connectors, routes tend to make a lot of miscalculations. Thus, road recuperation should be 

planned to reduce functional decline. This is the main task of the road conservation phase in 

numerous road agreements. 

 

The recovery process can be started in three different cases 

(1) where the effective system has failed. 

(2) where all applicable styles have failed. 

(3) where a number of effective styles have failed. 

Since the frequency of resuming the original discovery process is more advanced than the 

other two styles, the use of this strategy puts it at the top. 
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III. PERFORMANCE  EVALUATION 

 

A. Performance Parameters used in work 

The overall evaluation analysis and evaluation show that ASTR achieves better performance as 

compared to other routing protocols. The overall evaluation shows that the average energy 

consumption of ASTR is less as compared to other comparative methods which achieve better 

performance as compared to other routing protocols. But there are some limitations of ESTR 

protocol method and AODV protocol. The performance of the packet delivery ratio of ASTR is 

less as compared to AODV. Performance of end to finish delay of ESTR is poor as compared to 

AODV. So ASTR is proposed to represent the new ZigBee network routing protocol with 

improved performance of Packet Delivery ratio (PDR) and delay against ESTR and AODV. We 

are introducing here  

 

B. Simulated Results: 

Simulated results are displayed in this section. We use the Vm ware software and network 

simulator 2.34 for the work. Results are observed for the nodes respectively 100nodes, 125 

nodes,150 nodes,175 nodes,200 nodes.  

 

 

C. Graphical Representation 

The graphical result of the simulation time versus average energy consumption is shown in the 

following graph. The average energy consumption of advanced short-cut tree routing is very low 

as compared to ad hoc network and extended short-cut tree routing. 
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Result Time verses average energy consumption 

 

D. Reading and Tables 

a)  Reading are given in the table are displayed in sequence arrow shown in the table. 

 

TABLE I.  REAING 

No 

of 

node

s 

Parameters: AODV,ESTR,ASTR → 

Average 

energy 

consumtio

n 

Delay 
Pkt delivery 

Ratio 

100 
1.4,  1.18,   

0.83 

0.5,   0.19,    

0.07 
44,  77,   86 

125 
1.55,  

1.22,   1.1 

0.4,     0.2      

0.1 
47,  78,   89 

150 
1.7,    1.2,     

1.0 

0.44,  0.19,   

0.83 
48,  80,   87 

175 
1.72,  

1.32,   1.2 

1.04,  0.20,   

0.10 
52, 81,   87 

200 
1.9,  1.36,   

1.12 

0.88,  0.21,   

0.63 
47,  82,   86 

Fig 4 Parameters reading at the time of simulation 

 

As we all know that node calculation all nodes is taken into account from the float. Just one 

path from each node is taken into account which is one leap away and has hop count but that of 

the source node. The present coverage rate is divide by a number of upstream adjacent nodes 

of source and this new reporting rate is assigned over each path. The node will receive the 

small package and forward it as long as it's from that committed path, else it'll remove that packet. 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

This paper introduces the problem of ESTR routing and proposes an ASTR protocol that 

overcomes the overhead occurred when following the tree topology. In the proposed algorithm, 

the neighbor table that is originally defined in the ZigBee standard is used to find the optimal next-

hop node that has the smallest remaining hop count to the destination. The shortcut tree routing 

algorithm is efficient in terms of both routing performance and time complexity. 
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